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Several classes of Quebec and Mexico are working in partnership to 
discuss about animals in danger of extinction. Following a meeting between 
Via teachers at the beginning of the school year, teams were formed and 
meaningful planning meetings were held. 
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Teams of teachers were created during this session (see Table 1). Then, 
teachers were contacted by email to arrange a planning meeting  by team and then 
discuss the details and steps to follow, and the dates for the first presentation 
videoconference between students. 

!

Table 1 
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Teachers’ partnership
Joannie Vézina Patricia Berrones

Sonia Rancourt
Lulu Trejo

Hélène Dufour

Julie Turcotte Ana Laura Rodríguez

Manon Bruneau

Valérie L. Roy Patricia Berrones

Josée Allard Loy Trejo
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Students’ videoconferences !
Classes met in turn by videoconference. Students could then discuss 

general aspects of their countries. Students presented themselves and they 
discussed then several issues concerning their culture and habits in school, 
such as schedules, activities during recess, holidays and of course the cold and 
snow!  
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Working on KF !
Two types of opportunities have been created in the knowledge base 
Knowledge Forum KBIP. A first for the discussion of students in their native 
language, so they get used to the tool and begin to building theories about 
endangered animals in their territory and begin asking questions on the same 
subject in the Mexican territory.  
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Following the exchange of teachers co-planning, they expressed 
the desire to "raise above" creating a synthesis contribution of 
discussions between the two classes. This "raising above" allowed the 
progress of students' ideas by targeting certain endangered species that 
were most mentioned in the written contributions between classes. To do 
so, students went to read contributions along with their teacher in order 
to identify ideas that could be developed, deepened. In addition to the 
synthesis of ideas, new issues have arisen, they have been submitted to 
another class during the videoconference. 

!
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Then, students used the partnership’s views to exchange their ideas and 
experiences with students from Mexico and to meet the authentic problem 
concerned. 
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From this expérience, students will keep contributing in order to 
develop their research, this time from questions emerging from their our 
discoveries.  
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